
Focus Now Turning to ‘Scary Prof’ #3 
His/Her Name Remains a Mystery, but Details are Leaking Out 

 
With The Student Printz’s release of information on USM political science professor Kate 
Greene’s two-week suspension from teaching due to an in-class altercation with one of her 
students, the USM community has now learned more about two of the professors who have 
served suspensions from the institution out of fears of danger.  Now that the initial effect of the 
Greene story is in the rearview mirror, focus is turning to so-called “scary prof” number three.  
New information is beginning to leak about this yet-to-be-named USM professor, with one bit 
coming from an “Anonymous” poster to The Student Printz Online.  The statement from 
“Anonymous” is inserted below: 
 
Anonymous User11:28 am 
What about the professor who has been on administrative leave since the first of November 2010 for a ridiculous student 
accusation? It still hasn't been resolved! Talk about lack of due process. University administrators have made a serious error 
in this case. This professor has had a positive influence on so many students. Remove the jerks that should be removed not 
the good professors. 

 
According to “Anonymous,” there is a USM professor “who has been on administrative leave 
since the first of November 2010.”  This suspension is due to “a ridiculous student accusation,” 
at least according to “Anonymous.”  If the TSPO comments are accurate, the Martha Saunders 
administration has “made a serious error in this case.”  Sources tell USMNEWS.net that, if 
accurate, this particular professor may be one of the two ‘scary profs’ who has retained legal 
counsel, thus potentially putting Saunders and other USM administrators in legal jeopardy. 
 
Interestingly, this particular poster adds that USM officials should “[r]emove the jerks that 
should be removed not the good professors.”  This sentiment echoes those of Myesha 
Arrington, who also commented on the Kate Greene suspension at TSPO.  The portion of 
Arrington’s post that is relevant to this report is inserted below: 
 
Myesha ArringtonApr 26 
. . . It is more professors on this campus that should be suspended for way worse situations and haven't. . . . 

  
This statement closely mirrors that from “Anonymous,” indicating that there are some really 
bad actors among the USM faculty ranks.  Unfortunately for USM students and other USM 
constituents, none of these faculty seem to be finding themselves listed among the targets of 
what sources are referring to as the downward mobbing campaign of the Saunders 
administration.    
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